The days in China gave me precious presents
I want to think about days in China again. How was it? What did they give me? After thinking it over, I reached this conclusion, I learned 2 thing.
First, they gave me this attitude, how to think “Think positively”. It means that we must not choose and judge people with observing their bad point. Everyone has something they think it right, which regards to religion, experience, knowledge from books, science, respect and so on. Which is correct? Which should I believe? Who should I trust on? I can not judge. I have seen many conflict, between Chinese and other foreign people, Christian and Muslim and so on. To be honest, it is my opinion that they would never understand each other completely. Because Each has different culture and complex background. Is it possible we love each background and realize the others are essential to us? No, impossible. Everyone love their own culture and think it precious to them. They can live happily owing to their each spiritual culture. We each do not have right to deny each spirit. Yes, we have to affirm their spirits, and find common point to us, not find different point. It must help us to live more happily and to build intimate relationship.
Once more, “We should not deny each one but should find common point.”
Second point is that special ability will provoke foreigners attention and help me to build good relationship smoothly. In my case, soccer which I have played for as many as 15 years, and I am so proud of my skill to get goals. I got a lot of goals in each match. Many foreigners said “Arigato, Japan!” and they asked me to play soccer again and again. Every time I play soccer with them, needless to say, I have a plenty of time to talk with foreigner because we have to advise each other in order to win. Through talking, I can practice my English skill and understand foreigner more. While playing soccer, They talk heart to heart. They play with naked heart, not superficial. We hag each other with enthusiasm. I can compare this situation to heaven, that we live in peaceful world, we do not live in Japan, we live on the earth, like these. Anyway, thanks to soccer, I could feel such a invaluable feeling. Without soccer, I would have had much difficulty to communicate with foreigners.
If possible, I want to go abroad as a doctor in the future at least once. I know I must turn them to advantage. I want to be positive attitude anytime and obtain some special skill in medicine before going abroad.

* I must appreciate for “Plan and financial organization” and many kind doctors in our university. Thank you so much.